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Associate Dean for International
Programs and Strategic Initiatives
Diane Marie Amann examines who
is the post-postcolonial woman or
child and how international law
should protect and empower her.

It’s time for postal banking
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Associate Professor Mehrsa Baradaran
explores the possibility of the U.S.
Postal Service offering banking services
to the unbanked population.
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Is a tech audit in your future?
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the law school’s history. Cover photo
and large photo above are by Dennis
McDaniel.

Information Technology Librarian
Jason Tubinis explains how the
Legal Tech Audit can give lawyers a
competitive boost.

Follow us on Twitter
@UGASchoolofLaw
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Connect with Admissions on Facebook
www.facebook.com/UGALawSchool
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for public service 27
Janet Napolitano, University of
California System president and former
U.S. secretary for the Department of
Homeland Security, presented “Anatomy
of a Legal Decision” as Georgia Law’s
112th Sibley Lecturer.
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Faculty Accomplishments

Key events and institutional briefs.
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Top news from Georgia Law.
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attorney general 21
Sally Quillian Yates (J.D.’86) assumes the
No. 2 post at the U.S. Department of Justice.
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the FTUBUFPGUIFMBUF(PW4BOEFST 21
The donation from former Georgia Gov. Carl
Sanders (J.D.’48) is the single largest gift in the
law school’s history and makes the late governor
the school’s greatest individual benefactor.
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by using #GeorgiaLaw

Keynote presentations at the spring conference
“Financial Regulation: Reﬂections and
Projections” were delivered by Dennis Lockhart,
the president and CEO of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Atlanta, and Luis Aguilar (J.D.’79),
a commissioner with the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission.

ICC Prosecutor
Fatou Bensouda spoke at a
Georgia Law conference titled
“Children and International
Criminal Justice” in the fall.
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Student activities, accomplishments
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Alumni/Alumnae news,
events and proﬁles.

Announcing the
Challenge Fund

International Criminal Court
prosecutor speaks on crimess
against children in times of
conflict 25
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The latest on faculty scholarship
and achievements.
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The law school establishes
a Challenge Fund that will
match, dollar for dollar, all
new and increased gifts to the
Law School Fund.
Bensouda
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